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The Structural Mechanism of Translocation
and Helicase Activity in T7 RNA Polymerase

the transcript, which is also progressively peeled off the
template strand as synthesis proceeds (Dedrick et al.,
1987; Lorch et al., 1987; Martin et al., 1988).
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RNA synthesis occurs through cycles of repeated ribo-2 Department of Chemistry

nucleotide incorporation (Figure 1A). Each single nucleo-Yale University
tide addition cycle can be divided into at least four steps.3 Howard Hughes Medical Institute
(1) and (2) Substrate NTP binds to the polymerase in aNew Haven, Connecticut 06520
preinsertion mode followed by occupancy of the NTP
binding site, or N site. The 3� end of RNA is in the
priming site or P site (Krakow and Fronk, 1969). (3) The
phosphoryl transfer reaction yields the products pyro-Summary
phosphate (PPi) and the RNA transcript that has been
extended by one nucleotide into the N site. (4) The elon-RNA polymerase functions like a molecular motor that
gated primer-template translocates relative to the cata-can convert chemical energy into the work of strand
lytic residues and in this process, the 3� end of the RNAseparation and translocation along the DNA during
moves from the N site into the P site, vacating the Ntranscription. The structures of phage T7 RNA poly-
site for the next cycle of nucleotide addition.merase in an elongation phase substrate complex that

Several models have been advanced for the mecha-includes the incoming nucleoside triphosphate and a
nism of the translocation. One hypothesis, called thepretranslocation product complex that includes the
power stroke mechanism (Jiang and Sheetz, 1994), pro-product pyrophosphate (PPi) are described here. These
poses that the energy for translocation is derived ulti-structures and the previously determined posttrans-
mately from the NTP to be incorporated and is convertedlocation elongation complex demonstrate that two
into mechanical energy through conformational changesenzyme conformations exist during a cycle of single
in the polymerase. Similar mechanisms have been pro-nucleotide addition. One orientation of a five-helix sub-
posed for the movement of myosin along actin filamentsdomain is stabilized by the phosphates of either the
as well as kinesin moving along microtubules (Reedy,incoming NTP or by the product PPi. A second orienta-
2000; Tyska and Warshaw, 2002; Sindelar et al., 2002;tion of this subdomain is stable in their absence and
Wendt et al., 2002). This type of mechanism was alsois associated with translocation of the heteroduplex
proposed for HIV reverse transcriptase where conforma-product as well as strand separation of the down-
tional differences were observed in the positions of thestream DNA. We propose that the dissociation of the
catalytic carboxyl groups; however, the DNA substrateproduct PPi after nucleotide addition produces the
was crosslinked to the enzyme, perhaps limiting theprotein conformational change resulting in transloca-
possible enzyme structural changes that could be ob-tion and strand separation.
served (Sarafianos et al., 2002). A second mechanism,
called Brownian-ratchet motion (Astumian, 1997; Schafer

Introduction
et al., 1991), postulates that thermal energy in the form
of Brownian motion imparts the kinetic energy to the

A major deficiency in our understanding of DNA-depen- polymerase and that the motion is biased in one direc-
dent RNA polymerases, indeed all polynucleotide poly- tion by a device that acts like a pawl in a ratchet to
merases, is the structural and energetic mechanism by prevent backtracking. NTP has been suggested to func-
which translocation of the duplex product and separa- tion as such a pawl for RNA polymerase by being re-
tion of the duplex strands are achieved. During the initia- sponsible for stabilizing a translocated product primer-
tion phase of transcription, RNAP binds to promoter template (Reeder and Hawley, 1996; Komissarova and
DNA, opens the duplex strands, and initiates transcrip- Kashlev, 1997; Nudler et al., 1997; Landick, 1997, 1998;
tion at specific sites (von Hippel, 1998; von Hippel et al., Guajardo and Sousa, 1997; Guajardo et al., 1998). A
1984). As nucleotides are incorporated into the growing related hypothesis suggests that the polynucleotide
RNA transcript, the polymerase scrunches the DNA tem- product of nucleotide incorporation dissociates from the
plate while opening the downstream duplex and ulti- RNAP product binding site (N site) and rebinds with its
mately undergoes a conformational change that con- primer terminus in the priming site (P site); the direction-
verts it from an initiation to an elongation phase ality is achieved by the 3� terminus exhibiting a higher
(Cheetham and Steitz, 1999; Tahirov et al., 2002; Yin affinity for the P site than for the N site.
and Steitz, 2002) after synthesis of an approximately 8 Kinetic and energetic aspects of the movement of
to 12 nucleotide long transcript (Huang and Sousa, 2000; RNAP along DNA have been observed by single mole-
Ikeda and Richardson, 1986). This conformational cule techniques, including tethered particle visualiza-
change results in the release of the promoter from the tion, optical tweezer trap studies on force generation,
polymerase. During the elongation phase of transcrip- and observations by surface force microscopy (Yin et
tion, synthesis is completely processive to the end of al., 1995; Wang et al., 1998a; Davenport et al., 2000).

These studies confirm that movement along DNA follows
the addition of nucleotides and implies that the polymer-*Correspondence: eatherton@csb.yale.edu
ase converts the free energy available from nucleotide4 Present Address: Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Uni-

versity of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712. incorporation into this movement. The force generated
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Figure 1. A Schematic Representation of a
Single Nucleotide Addition Cycle

(A) (1) The cycle begins with an NTP binding
to a preinsertion site (not shown) on RNAP in
a posttranslocation complex.
(2) It then forms a substrate insertion com-
plex, which contains template DNA (blue), an
RNA transcript (green), and the incoming NTP
(red). The template nucleotide to be tran-
scribed (light blue) is numbered i�1 (I � 0).
The NTP binding site is named the N site
(pink), the binding site for the primer terminus
of the RNA transcript is named the P site
(green).
(3) The next step is the magnesium-mediated
incorporation of the nucleotide onto the 3�

end of the RNA, which extends the length of
the RNA by 1 nucleotide, and formation of
PPi. The newly formed 3� primer terminus of
the RNA (red) is now located in the N site.
(4) The fourth step of the reaction is the trans-
location of the 3� end of the RNA transcript
from the N site to the P site upon the release
of PPi.
(B) Correlation of the enzymatic reaction
pathway with the structural terminology used
in this paper.
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upon nucleotide incorporation by RNA polymerase is
approximately 15 to 20 piconewtons, which greatly ex-
ceeds the energy calculated to be required for unwind-
ing superhelical DNA during transcription in vivo. In fact,
RNAP appears to generate the largest force when com-
pared with other well-characterized motors such as my-
osin and kinesin, which generate 5 to 8 piconewtons of
force, respectively (Wang et al., 1998b).

Phage T7 RNA polymerase (T7 RNAP) is a single sub-
unit RNA polymerase of about 98,000 molecular weight
whose C-terminal two-thirds shows sequence and
structural homology to the DNA polymerase I family of
DNA polymerases (Ollis et al., 1985; Sousa et al., 1993;
Jeruzalmi and Steitz, 1998; Steitz et al., 1994). The poly-
merase active site regions of DNA polymerase I and T7
RNAP are particularly similar, including two homologus
aspartic acid residues that bind two catalytic magne-
sium ions and an � helix (termed the “O helix” in E. coli

Figure 2. The Oligonucleotides and NTPs Used for Forming the Sub-Klenow fragment) that binds the incoming dNTP and
strate and Product Complexesabuts the nascent base pair in a DNA polymerase ternary
(A) The transcription bubble of an elongation phase complex iscomplex (Doublié and Ellenberger, 1998; Steitz, 1999).
mimicked by 30 bp of duplex DNA containing a central noncomple-For clarity, we shall refer to the corresponding � helix
mentary region; a complementary 17 nt RNA is hybridized to thein T7 RNA polymerase as the O helix.
template DNA in the bubble region.Insights into the mechanism of transcription by T7
(B) The substrate complex is prepared by addition of a nonhydrolyz-

RNAP have been provided by several crystal structures, able ATP analog, �,� methylene ATP.
including those of initiation and elongation complexes. (C) The product complex is formed by adding a chain terminating
Comparison of the structure of a T7 RNAP initiation nucleotide, 3� deoxyATP, as well as PPi.
complex that contains promoter DNA and a 3 nucleotide
RNA transcript (Cheetham and Steitz, 1999) with its

a 22� rotation of a five-helix subdomain of the fingersstructure in an elongation complex containing 30 bp of
duplex DNA and a 17 nucleotide transcript shows a very domain. The apo-enzyme has a conformation we term
large structural rearrangement of the 300 residue N-ter- “open” since this subdomain is rotated by 45� relative
minal domain that is unique to the RNA polymerase (Yin to the “closed” conformation (Figure 1B). We conclude
and Steitz, 2002; Tahirov et al., 2002). Comparison with that the release of PPi is accompanied by both transloca-
the homologous T7 DNA polymerase, shows that both tion and downstream strand separation and stabilizes
the initiation and elongation complexes are in the post- this translocated state.
translocation state, which is the state to which NTP is
expected to bind for the next cycle of nucleotide addi- Results
tion. However, this RNAP conformation appeared inca-
pable of binding NTP since the binding site for the NTP The two complexes of T7 RNAP whose crystal structures
base is partially occupied by Tyr639 and the templating are described here both contained a 30 base pair duplex
nucleotide i�1 is not appropriately positioned to form DNA whose central eleven nucleotides are not comple-
a base pair with an incoming nucleotide. In fact, the mentary and a 17 nucleotide RNA whose sequence at
experiment of adding a nonhydrolyzable ATP analog to the 3� end is complementary to the template DNA in the
crystals of this initiation complex led to a very puzzling open bubble region (Figure 2A). The substrate complex
result. While the incoming ATP was seen to bind to this also included a nonhydrolyzable analog of ATP, ��
initiation complex, its base was not visible in the density methylene ATP (Figure 2B), which mimics the incoming
map (Cheetham and Steitz, 1999). Although it was ini-

nucleotide in an elongation complex. The structure of
tially postulated that the incoming base competed with

this complex was refined at 2.88 Å resolution to an Rfac �the tyrosine side chain for the same position, it has
24.8% and Rfree � 29%. Visable in the structure are 22become clear from the results reported here that the
nt of both template and nontemplate DNA as well as 10complex being studied was of a posttranslocation prod-
nt of RNA transcript and the �� methylene ATP. Theuct complex that can only bind the incoming nucleotide
second T7 RNAP structure captures the product elonga-at what we term a preinsertion site.
tion complex after the ATP has been incorporated butTo gain insights into NTP binding and translocation,
before the pyrophosphate product has dissociated andwe determined two additional crystal structures of T7
before the heteroduplex product has translocated. ThisRNAP elongation complexes. One is the structure of a
complex was prepared by incorporating 3� deoxyadeno-substrate complex containing T7 RNAP complexed with
sine triphosphate (cordycepin) as a chain-terminating,DNA having a transcription bubble, an RNA transcript,
incoming nucleotide (Figure 2C). To prevent the releaseand a nonhydrolyzable ATP analog, �� methylene ATP
of the PPi product and to ensure the formation of thebound at the insertion site; the other structure is that
product complex, PPi was added to the reaction mixtureof T7 RNAP complexed with the product of nucleotide
and the crystallization solution. The crystal structure ofinsertion and pyrophosphate (PPi) that is in a pretranslo-
this product complex was determined at 2.65 Å resolu-cation state. These two new structures are in what we
tion and refined to an Rfac � 25% and Rfree � 28.5% (seeterm a “closed” conformation that differs from a “semi-

open” conformation of the posttranslocation state by Experimental Procedures). The relatively high R factor
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Figure 3. Structural Changes at the Active Site during a Single Nucleotide Addition Cycle

This figure shows the O helix with its phosphate binding K631 and R627, a � turn-� motif bearing the metal binding catalytic D812 and D537,
template nucleotides in blue, the RNA primer terminus in green, as well as the P and N sites in green and pink ovals.
(A) The NTP (red) is bound to the N site in position to be inserted with its metal bound triphosphate moiety crosslinking the O helix to the
active site aspartic acid residues. Template nucleotide i�1 (light blue) forms a base pair with the correct incoming nucleotide.
(B) The product of the phosphoryl transfer reaction shows a Mg ion (blue) bound to PPi (red), which crosslinks D531 to R677, thereby maintaining
RNAP in an identical conformation as in the substrate complex. The 3� end of RNA remains in the N site in a pretranslocation state.
(C) Release of Mg-PPi results in the loss of the link between the O helix and D531, which promotes the rotation of the O helix and translocation
of the 3� end of the RNA to the P site. The RNAP conformational change also places Y639 into the N site and positions the i�2 template
nucleotide into the flipped-out, preinsertion position.
(D) A modeled NTP preinsertion complex with NTP bound to the posttranslocated RNAP. Although the base binding site is blocked by the
side chain of Y639, the triphosphate binding site on the O helix is accessible.

may result in part from the portions of the polymerase side chains of Arg627 and Lys631 of the O helix as
well as with two atoms whose location and coordinationthat are disordered in the structures (residues 1–20, 230–

240, 600–610). The structure shows that nucleotide in- geometry are consistent with their being divalent metal
ions (Figures 3A and 4A). These two presumed catalyticcorporation has occurred, the 3� end of the RNA has

been extended by 1 nucleotide, and the product pyro- divalent metal ions are coordinated in turn to the cata-
lytic aspartic acid residues 537 and 811. Metal ion Aphosphate is still bound to the polymerase.
coordinates the aspartic acid carboxylates and the �
phosphate of the substrate as well as the attacking 3� OHElongation Complex with Incoming NTP
of the RNA primer terminus while metal ion B primarilyat the Insertion Site
interacts with the pyrophosphate moiety of the substrateThe structure of an elongation complex that was formed

with the nonreactive �� methylene ATP bound to the as well as the aspartic acid residues (Figure 4A). Thus
it appears that the triphosphate moiety serves to electro-insertion site shows the adenosine moiety of the NTP

base-paired to the template nucleotide thymidine lo- statically crosslink the O helix to the catalytic carboxyl-
ates via the two divalent metal ions. These simultaneouscated at the i�1 position (Figure 3A). In this complex,

the templating base has moved from the flipped out, interactions between the Mg-ATP and both the basic
residues of the O helix and the catalytic carboxylatespreinsertion position that it occupies in the posttranslo-

cated product complex (Yin and Steitz, 2002) to the are made possible by a conformational change in the
fingers domain that results in the “closed” structure.base-pairing position seen here. The triphosphate moi-

ety of the NTP is interacting, in part, with the positive The same features are seen in the structures of DNA
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Figure 4. Detailed Interactions Made be-
tween the Incoming Substrate NTP (Red) and
the Active Site before and after Incorporation
at the Primer Terminus (Green)

(A) The incoming NTP is base paired with the
i�1 template base (light blue). The �OH of
Y639 hydrogen bonds to the 2� OH of the
NTP while K631 and R627 bind the � and �

phosphates, respectively. Two Mg ions are
bound to the T7 RNAP by D812 and D537 and
are also liganded to the �, �, and � phos-
phates of the NTP.
(B) In the product complex, the position of
the � and � phosphates change upon forming
PPi, but are still interacting with R627 and one
metal ion. The position of metal ion A has
also changed.

polymerase ternary complexes (Doublié and Ellenberger, rate binding pocket (Figure 3C). It is not oriented in a
location that would allow it to base pair with the incom-1998).
ing NTP even if the NTP were properly positioned for in-
corporation.Complex with the Product of Nucleotide

Incorporation Plus Pyrophospate
The structure of the product complex shows that the 3� Preinsertion Complex with Incoming NTP

Although the incoming NTP must bind to the post-dATP has been incorporated onto the 3� end of the
nascent RNA thereby extending the RNA by one nucleo- translocation state of RNAP initially, we do not have a

crystal structure of this complex in the elongation phasetide to elongate the heteroduplex from seven to eight
base pairs (Figure 3B). The product PPi remains bound at this time. However, an ATP analog diffused into crys-

tals of a posttranslocation initiation phase complex ofin approximately the same location as the � and � phos-
phates of the NTP in the substrate complex. Importantly, T7 RNAP showed the analog binding to the O helix in the

semi-open conformation with its adenine base poorlythe PPi is still connecting the basic residues of the O helix
to a catalytic carboxylate through a divalent magnesium defined (Cheetham and Steitz, 1999). There are also

crystal structures of Pol I DNA polymerase Klenow frag-ion. Although two divalent metal ions are still observed
in the active site, their locations have changed from ment complexed with deoxynucleoside triphosphate

(dNTP) in the absence of primer-template DNA (Beesethose in the substrate complex. Metal ion A is associated
exclusively with the 3� end of RNA in the product com- et al., 1993; Li et al., 1998). In these cases, the enzyme

is in an “open” conformation and the dNTP is observedplex while metal ion B remains bound to the product
pyrophosphate as well as the catalytic carboxylate (Fig- to interact with the O helix primarily through electrostatic

interactions between the basic residues on the O helixure 4B).
T7 RNAP has the same conformation in both the in- and the phosphates of the dNTP. Thus, models of the

preinsertion complex can be made by orienting an in-coming NTP substrate and product complexes, which
indicates that the phosphoryl transfer reaction does not coming NTP in a manner corresponding to the position

of the dNTP in this DNA polymerase complex, consistentinduce a conformational change in the enzyme nor does
it promote translocation. The C� atoms of these two with the initiation phase complex (Figure 3D). Finally, a

preinsertion complex with an NTP analog bound to anstructures superimpose on each other with an RMSD of
1 Å. Furthermore, the 3� end of the RNA in the product elongation phase complex, which is very similar to the

model in Figure 3D, is described by Temiakov et al. incomplex and the adenosine monophosphate of the ATP
in the substrate complex are both located in the N site, the accompanying paper.
indicating that the product complex is in a pretransloca-
tion state. Comparison of the Pretranslocation and

Posttranslocation Complex Structures
The structure of T7 RNAP in the pretranslocation statePosttranslocation Product Complex

The structures of the posttranslocated product complex was compared with its structure in the posttranslocation
state by superimposing their respective palm domains,were previously determined for both the initiation (Cheet-

ham and Steitz, 1999) as well as the elongation phases which contain the catalytic active sites. A fingers subdo-
main that consists of five � helices including the O helixof T7 RNA polymerase (Yin and Steitz, 2002; Tahirov et

al., 2002). In both of these structures, the fingers sub- (123 amino acids) exhibits a 22.5� rotation from its posi-
tion in the “semi-open,” pretranslocation product com-domain that contains the O helix is in a semi-open con-

formation, and the side chain of Tyr639 is stacked on plex to that in the “closed,” posttranslocation complex
(Figures 5A and 5B). The fingers domain of T7 RNAP,the base pair at the primer terminus. The position of this

side chain in this conformation sterically blocks the base which is composed of 218 amino acids (Thr566-Glu785),
can be further functionally subdivided into a down-moiety of the incoming NTP from binding at the nucleotide

incorporation site (N site). Furthermore, the template base stream DNA binding domain (Thr566-Val690) and the speci-
ficity loop (Lys740-Asp770), which functions to recognizein the i�1 position that is to base pair with the incoming

NTP is in a “flipped out” position and located in a sepa- the upstream promoter DNA during initiation. Only the
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Figure 5. A Five-Helix Subdomain (Blue) of
the T7 RNAP Fingers Domain, which Is Lo-
cated at the Downstream Fork of the Tran-
scription Bubble, Undergoes a 22 Degree Ro-
tation during Translocation

The structures of pre- (A) and posttransloca-
tion (B) complexes, which have been identi-
cally oriented by superimposing their palm
domains, are shown in surface rendition, with
the thumb colored green, the palm red, and
the specificity loop in the fingers domain blue.
Template and nontemplate DNA and RNA are
colored in brown and purple, respectively.
(C) and (D) are closeup views of the N site
in the pre- and posttranslocation complexes,
respectively. The N site is occupied by the 3�

end of the RNA transcript prior to its translo-
cation, whereas the N site is occupied by
Tyr639 after translocation. Bound PPi (red
and white) together with the metal ions bridge
the basic residues of the O helix and the cata-
lytic residue, D537, reducing the distance be-
tween D537 and R627 to 8.8 Å from the 12.2 Å
in its absence.

downstream DNA binding subdomain changes its orien- hydroxyl group would be unable to form a complemen-
tary hydrogen bond.tation during translocation.

The pivoting rotation of the helical subdomain alsoIn going from the pre- to the posttranslocation com-
changes the interactions that are made between theplex, the five-helix DNA binding subdomain rotates

about an axis that passes through Val634 on the O helix
and Gly645 on the Y helix, which is roughly parallel to
the axis of the heteroduplex. The subdomain rotates
about an axis that is nearly perpendicular to the hetero-
duplex and can act like a lever arm. The part of the
domain that lies on one side of the rotation axis moves
toward the primer terminus of the heteroduplex while
the part of the domain on the other side moves away
and appears to open up the active site. A small amino
acid loop region running from the Val634 to Gly645 abuts
and forms close contacts with the heteroduplex in the
active site. During translocation, it moves toward the
heteroduplex by 3.4 Å, the distance between base pairs
in B form DNA (Figure 6). It appears that it is this pivoting
movement of the helical subdomain that is responsible
for translocation (Supplemental Movie S1 at http://www.
cell.com/cgi/content/full/116/3/393/DC1).

The conformational change from the “semi-open” to
the “closed” nucleotide insertion structure is accompa-
nied by the movement of the templating base from the
flipped out position in a pocket to a position that allows it
to base pair with an incoming NTP oriented for insertion.

Figure 6. A Superposition of the Pre- and Posttranslocation Struc-
There is also a movement of the hydroxyl group of tyro- tures at the Active Site Showing the Pivoted Rotation Undergone
sine 639 to a location that allows it to hydrogen bond by the O Helix that Is Associated with Translocation
to the 2� OH of the incoming ribose (Figures 3A and In the pretranslocation complex (lighter colors), the O helix (light gray)

is positioned in the closed conformation by PPi (light red), which is4A); this interaction provides the structural basis for the
bound to the catalytic carboxyls through Mg. In this conformation,selection of ribonucleotides over deoxyribonucleotide
Y639 allows formation of the new base pair (light red and blue). Afterby the RNA polymerase, a conclusion drawn from earlier
PPi release the O helix rotates around Val634, which results in the

mutagenic studies (Sousa and Padilla, 1995). The bind- positive end of the helix moving away from the active site while the
ing of a deoxyribose sugar, which lacks a 2� OH, may other end of the helix moves Y639 by 3.4 Å into the position of the

newly formed primer terminus resulting in translocation.be less favored than that of a ribose because the tyrosine
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incoming nucleotide bound to the O helix and the nucleo- mole more stable than the semi-open conformation in
the presence of Mg-NTP or Mg-PPi, which agrees welltide insertion site. In the nucleotide insertion complex,

which is in the fully closed conformation, the O helix with thermodynamic measurements (Astatke et al., 1995;
Sousa et al., 1992). These very approximate energy cal-interacts with both the base and the triphosphate moie-

ties at both of its ends. The negative end of the helix culations are consistent with the observation that T7
RNAP is in the closed, pretranslocation conformation indipole (Val634-Ala638) has a binding pocket for the base

moiety while the positive end of the helix dipole (Arg627- the presence of Mg-PPi (or Mg-NTP) and in the open
conformation in its absence.Val634) binds the triphosphate moiety. The pivoting of

this domain about Val634 moves the two ends of the O It should be noted that the pretranslocation and post-
translocation complexes are packed identically in crys-helix in such a way that the base site is closed and

the triphosphate site is open in the posttranslocation, tals that are isomorphous. In both structures, the fingers
domain is not involved in any crystal contacts. There-preinsertion state and vice versa in the insertion, pre-

translocation state the base site is opened as the tri- fore, the conformational changes of the fingers domain
that are observed between the pre- and posttransloca-phosphate site closes. The closing of the triphosphate

site opens the N site for incoming NTP base binding tion crystal structures are not influenced by crystal
packing, but rather reflect the stable conformations ofand pairing with the i�1 template base that becomes

appropriately positioned. Conversely, opening of the tri- the different states of ligation.
phosphate site not only stabilizes the translocated state
but closes the N site, which prevents backtracking of Strand Displacement, Helicase Mechanism
the 3� terminus of the RNA into this site (Figure 6). Comparison of the pre- and posttranslocation complex

The pivoting of the helical subdomain into the closed structures shows that the fingers subdomain rotation
conformation is promoted by the binding of the triphos- resulting from PPi dissociation is associated with the
phate moiety with its associated divalent metal ions, unwinding of the downstream duplex DNA by one base
which allows the electrostatic crosslinking of the cata- pair concomitant with translocation (Figure 7 and Sup-
lytic carboxylates to the basic residues of the O helix plemental Movie S2 on Cell website). As the domain
via these metal ions and the triphosphate. The open gap rotation results in the primer terminus of the hetero-
between the carboxylates and the O helix is reduced by duplex product moving from the nucleotide insertion
about 3.5 Å upon NTP binding (Figures 5C and 5D). site (N site) to the primer terminus site (P site), the down-
Similarly, the release of the pyrophosphate from the stream template strand is necessarily also translocated
product complex reverses the electrostatic bridge be- by 3.4 Å. As described previously (Yin and Steitz, 2002),
tween the O helix and the catalytic carboxylates, thereby the Y helix in the helical subdomain of the fingers domain
allowing the subdomain to rotate back to the semi- lies at the junction between the downstream template
open position. and nontemplate strands where they become separated

While the closed conformation of the subdomain is (Helix Y is helix P in DNAP I and follows helix “O”). The
stabilized by a phosphate-magnesium ion-mediated pivot axis about which the subdomain rotates passes
crosslinking of the O helix to the catalytic carboxylates, through Gly645 on the Y helix, adjacent to Phe644 which
the open form appears to be stabilized by an increased is located at the duplex fork. The pivoting of the subdo-
interaction surface between the moving subdomain and main around Gly645 does not significantly change the
the rest of the protein. Clearly, if the moving domain stacking interaction that is possible between Phe644

and the next base of the template nucleotide after trans-is to “spring back” from the closed to the semi-open
location (Figure 7).conformation in the absence of the phosphates of NTP

The translocation step is also accompanied by theor pyrophosphate, there must be additional interactions
displacement of one RNA transcript nucleotide from thethat stabilize the semi-open conformation in the ab-
template strand. Analogous to the unwinding of the down-sence of pyrophosphate when compared with those sta-
stream duplex, the separation of the RNA from the tem-bilizing the closed conformation. From measurements
plate strand is accomplished by an � helix in the thumbof the solvent-accessible contact surface area of the
domain that lies in the fork between the RNA and tem-five-helix rotating domain in both the semi-open and
plate DNA at the point of their separation (Yin and Steitz,the closed conformations, it appears that an additional
2002). During the translocation step, one DNA-DNA base130 Å2 of the subdomain become solvent inaccessible
pair and one DNA-RNA base pair are broken and onein the semi-open, posttranslocation conformation com-
DNA-DNA base pair is formed at the upstream end ofpared with the closed, pretranslocation conformation.
the transcription bubble for a net change of one baseAssuming an energy of 25 cal/Å2 of surface area buried
pair broken. Again, the energy and direction for this(Chothia, 1974), the semi-open, posttranslocation con-
change appear to be derived from the incoming NTP,formation of the subdomain is about 3 kilocalories per
expressed at the step of pyrophosphate dissociation.mole more stable than that of the closed, pretransloca-

tion complex in the absence of the phosphates. In con-
Discussiontrast, the closed, pretranslocation orientation of the

helical subdomain is stabilized by the electrostatic
crosslinking of Mg-PPi (or Mg-NTP), which includes two The structures of T7 RNAP substrate and product com-

plexes reported here, along with the previously deter-ionic hydrogen bonds between the O helix and PPi and
two bonds between Mg2� and the catalytic carboxylate. mined structure of T7 RNAP bound to a posttranslocated

product, represent three of the four structural states ofWhile electrostatic stabilization free energy is difficult
to estimate, the closed conformation could be stabilized the nucleotide incorporation cycle (Figures 1B and 3) of

RNA polymerase. The fourth state, that of a substrateby as much as 6 to 8 Kcal/mole by Mg-PPi (assuming
2 to 3 Kcal/mole per ionic bond), making it 3 to 5 Kcal/ complex with the incoming nucleotide bound to a prein-
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Figure 7. Rotation of the Five-Helix Moving
Part (Represented by Cylinders) Results in
Translocation of the Heteroduplex Product

This helical subdomain is located at the
downstream fork of the transcription bubble
and undergoes a 22 degree rotation between
the pretranslocation (A) and posttransloca-
tion (B) states. Downstream DNA is colored
in blue with base pairs i�2, i�3, and i�7 col-
ored in purple to highlight translocation. Dur-
ing translocation, the 5 helix bundle sepa-
rates the downstream DNA at the i�2 base
pair. The Y helix (orange) lies at this junction
and F644 stacks on the i�2 base pair in the
pretranslocation state and the i�3 base pair
in the posttranslocation state. The ionic link
between R627 and D537 provided by PPi in
the pretranslocation state is lost by the 22
degree rotation to the posttranslocation
state.

sertion site, is described in detail in an accompanying of an incoming NTP for its incorporation and corre-
paper (Temiakov et al., 2004 [this issue of Cell]) and was sponds to the “closed” structure observed in the ternary
seen previously in an initiation complex whose polymer- complexes of DNA polymerases. Likewise, the complex
ase domain conformation is the same as that of the with the product of nucleotide incorporation including
posttranslocation elongation complex (Cheetham and pyrophosphate is observed in this same, closed confor-
Steitz, 1999). The major observations are that a five � mational state. The transition to the other conforma-
helix subdomain of the fingers domain that includes tional state, which we term a “semi-open” state, is ac-
the O helix assumes two conformational states in the companied by the translocation of the duplex product
incorporation cycle; the transition to the “semi-open” as well as the strand separation of downstream duplex
conformation is promoted by pyrophosphate dissocia- DNA (Figures 5A and 5B). This semi-open conformation
tion and is correlated with translocation of the hetero-
duplex product as well as strand separation of the down-
stream DNA duplex (Supplemental Movies S1 and S2
on Cell website).

Three related conformations of the fingers domain of
T7 RNAP have now been observed, which we refer to
as “open,” “semi-open,” and “closed” (Figure 8). Super-
position of palm domains of the apo-T7 RNAP (Chen et
al., 1999; Jeruzalmi and Steitz, 1998), the posttransloca-
tion complex (Cheetham and Steitz, 1999; Tahirov et al.,
2002; Yin and Steitz, 2002), and the pretranslocation
complex shows that the apo-enzyme has its fingers heli-
cal subdomain in the most open conformation. When
the RNAP apo-enzyme first associates with the pro-
moter DNA, it undergoes a well-documented “closing”
structural transition between the fingers and the palm
domains that has been observed previously in DNA poly-
merases. The complex with the promoter DNA alone
(Cheetham et al., 1999) has the enzyme conformation of
the posttranslocation complex that we are now terming
“semi-open.” It is about 23� more closed than the apo-
enzyme. This initial 23� swing in the fingers domain is

Figure 8. The Relative Orientation of the Fingers Helical Subdomaindistinct from the 22� rotation that relates the structures
in the Apo-T7 RNAP (“Open” Conformation, Purple), the Posttranslo-of T7 RNAP in the pre- and posttranslocation complexes
cation (“Semi-Open” Conformation, Gray), and Pretranslocation(Figure 8). The initial open to semi-open conformational
(“Closed” Conformation, Green)

change occurs only once at the beginning of transcrip-
Only two helices of the subdomain are shown. The axis of the O

tion while the conformational changes between the pre- helix rotates by 45� between two open and closed structures and
and posttranslocation stages described above occur at by 22� between the semi-open and closed structures. The template
every cycle of nucleotide addition. strand (blue) and primer terminus (gray) are shown in the post-

translocation position.The “closed” state allows the corrected positioning
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of T7 RNAP corresponds to the “open” structures of ases since the same conformational change in the fin-
gers domain of B. subtilus DNA Pol I is observed be-apo- and binary primer-template DNA complexes of
tween a posttranslocation DNAP-DNA binary complexDNA polymerases, which also undergo the transition to a
and the DNAP-DNA-dNTP ternary complex (Kiefer et al.,similar closed conformation (Doublié and Ellenberger,
1998; Johnson et al., 2003). Furthermore, the conclusion1998).
that translocation and strand displacement (where itTwo functional roles for the observed NTP (or dNTP)
occurs) are driven by PPi dissociation appears plausibleinduced conformational changes in the fingers domain
for all polymerases exhibiting a nucleotide-induced con-of DNA and RNA polymerases have been advanced.
formational change, even though the structures of DNAFirst, Ellenberger, Kraut and coworkers (Doublié and
polymerases (or multisubunit RNA polymerases) associ-Ellenberger, 1998; Pelletier et al., 1996) have suggested
ated with all four incorporation states are not known.that this nucleotide-induced change plays a very signifi-

An exception to our proposed mechanism of transla-cant role in increasing the fidelity of nucleotide incorpo-
tion may be provided by the family of DNA lesion bypassration. From the structures of ternary complexes of T7
DNA polymerases, which replicate regions of damagedDNA polymerase and DNA polymerase �, they have each
DNA, often with low fidelity and processivity (Boudsocqsuggested that only a correct Watson Crick base pair
et al., 2002; Goodman, 2002; Marx and Summerer, 2002).will fit into the pocket that is formed surrounding the
It appears that these polymerases do not undergo thenascent base pair and thus allow the conformational
dNTP-induced conformational change exhibited bychange that is necessary to correctly position the na-
other families of DNA polymerases. The first structurescent nucleotide for catalysis of insertion. An incorrect
of a bypass polymerase, a fragment of a DinB homologincoming nucleotide forming a noncanonical base pair
without any bound ligands, exhibited a fingers confor-that lacks a complementary interaction with the enzyme
mation that was in the closed state, when comparedwill dissociate prior to the chemical step, consistent with
with the structures of ternary complexes of other DNAkinetic studies (Dahlberg and Benkovic, 1991). Struc-
polymerase family enzymes (Zhou et al., 2001). Indeed,tural studies of other Pol I enzymes (Johnson et al.,
the subsequent cocrystal structure of a related lesion2003; Kiefer et al., 1998), reverse transcriptase (Huang
bypass polymerase complexed with DNA and dNTPet al., 1998), and B family RB69 DNA polymerase (Wang
(Ling et al., 2001) had a virtually identical closed confor-et al., 1997; Shamoo and Steitz, 1999; Franklin et al.,
mation as that of the apo-enzyme. It is possible that the2001) are also consistent with this role for the conforma-
low processivity, lack of strand displacement activity,tional change.
and ability to bypass nonstandard bases in the templateBeese and coworkers (Johnson et al., 2003) have
strand are related to the apparent lack of any dNTP-added a second role for the NTP-induced conforma-
or PPi-induced conformational changes. In this case,tional change in DNA polymerase. They propose that
translocation may result from product dissociation fromthe conformational changes are coupled to prevention
the N site and its rebinding with its 3� terminus at theof frame shifts that may result in deletions. While this
P site.manuscript was in preparation, they published the struc-

An alternative mechanism that has been proposed forture of B. stearothermophilus Pol I large fragment DNA
RNAP translocation, the Brownian ratchet mechanism,polymerase ternary complex (Johnson et al., 2003),
differs from the power stroke proposal with respect towhich when compared with their previously determined
the source of the energy for movement and the mannerstructure of a binary complex showed similar fingers
in which that energy can be used to bias movement indomain and substrate conformational changes to those
one direction. In this mechanism, the RNAP can slidepresented here. The flipped-out position of the i�1 tem-
and oscillate between the pre- and posttranslocationplating base in the preinsertion pocket can prevent tem-
states driven by the thermal energy of Brownian motionplate strand slippage, which could lead to deletions
of all neighboring molecules. The motion in one dimen-within the copied DNA (Johnson et al., 2003).
sion is biased in one direction by means of a pawl device
that prevents backsliding of the polymerase as it ratch-

Pyrophosphate Dissociation and Translocation ets along the DNA. NTP is envisioned to act as a pawl
We suggest here that there are two additional important and to intermittently block the backsliding of the hetero-
functional roles for the fingers conformational changes duplex. It is the binding of NTP that is proposed to
associated with NTP binding and PPi dissociation— drive translocation by preventing the rebinding of the
powering duplex product translocation and downstream 3� terminus of the primer strand in the N site (Reeder
duplex strand separation. The binding of NTP (dNTP) and Hawley, 1996; Komissarova and Kashlev, 1997;
leads to the closing conformational change that appears Nudler et al., 1997; Landick, 1997, 1998; Guajardo et al.,
to be coupled to correct incoming nucleotide selection 1998). That is not what we and Temiakov et al. (2004
as described above. It is the reversal of this conforma- [this issue of Cell]) observe. NTP binds to the post-
tional change, promoted by PPi dissociation, that is as- translocation state that is already stabilized by the semi-
sociated with translocation and strand displacement. open conformation. The DNA substrate may, of course,
This conclusion that dissociation of PPi is driving trans- diffuse in one dimension along the polymerase active
location and stand separation appears valid because site and in the case of DNA polymerases can move to
the only difference between the isomorphous crystals the exonuclease domain for editing. However, it is the
of the pre- and posttranslocation states is the presence conformational state of the enzyme that dictates
or absence of PPi. Although the structure of a DNA Pol whether the most stable equilibrium position of the 3�
I product complex with PPi is unknown, the same mech- terminus, the primer strand, is in the pretranslocation
anism of translocation and strand separation proposed position, the N site, or in the posttranslocation position,

the P site. After the dissociation of PPi and the associ-for RNAP appears likely in the Pol I family DNA polymer-
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ated rotation of the five-helix subdomain, only the P site Energetic Considerations
How should one most appropriately understand theis accessible for binding the primer terminus. Thus, in

contrast to the Brownian ratchet model for transloca- mechanism by which the energy contained in the NTP
molecules being incorporated is coupled to transloca-tion, we propose, based on these structures, that it is the

PPi-driven conformational change in the fingers domain tion of the heteroduplex product and the associated
enzyme conformational changes? Since there are nothat prevents the 3� terminus from binding in the N site,

not the binding of NTP. Whether the helical domain rota- significant structural changes in the polymerase upon
formation of the product heteroduplex plus PPi from thetion produced by PPi dissociation “pushes” the hetero-

duplex to the P site or blocks access of a rapidly diffus- substrates, the high energy of NTP is not expressed in
translocation or strand separation at that step. The highing heteroduplex to the N site depends on the relative

rates of the conformational change and heteroduplex energy state of NTP is expressed in two chemical steps:
first, the phosphoryl transfer reaction resulting in nucleo-dissociation, which are currently unknown.
tide addition and formation of pyrophosphate; second,
the pyrophosphatase-catalyzed hydrolysis of the PPiOther Motor Molecules and Cellular
product to Pi. In both cases, the high energy statesRNA Polymerases
of NTP and PPi assure that the respective chemicalOther molecular mechanical systems, including myosin-
reactions go to completion. The enzyme conformationalactin contraction in muscle and F1-ATP synthase in mito-
changes that are necessary for fidelity, translocation,chondria, appear to work in an analogous way. These
and helicase activities are generated by NTP bindingare ATPases or GTPases and it is the dissociation of
and by pyrophosphate release. Phosphodiester bondthe product phosphate that promotes the enzyme con-
formation does not contribute to any change in enzymeformational changes that are coupled to mechanical
conformation. Rather, the complete conversion of NTPmovement, e.g., power stroke in muscle contraction and
to PPi and the subsequent release of PPi generates therotary motion of F1-ATP synthase for ATP synthesis,
power stroke conformational change resulting in trans-unwinding of DNA or RNA by helicases (Oster and Wang,
location. Since the cellular concentration of pyrophos-2003; Vale and Milligan, 2000; Warnock and Schmid,
phate in E. coli is constant at 0.5 microM (Kukko, 1982;1996; Yeagle and Albert, 2003). Likewise, the complete
Kukko-Kalske et al., 1989) and the apparent Kd for PPiconversion of the ATP or GTP to ADP or GDP plus
for T7RNRAP is 0.83 microM (Guajardo and Sousa,phosphate does not trigger the conformational change.
1997), pyrophosphate release is favored.It is the dissociation of Pi that is associated with the

In summary, strand separation and translocation byconformational change in the enzyme and expresses
T7 RNA polymerase appear to be affected by a powerthe work of the process.
stroke mechanism in which the dissociation of Mg PPiAs with T7 RNAP, the multisubunit cellular DNA-
promotes the relevant enzyme conformational change.dependent RNA polymerases translocate down the tem-
An element of a ratchet mechanism may be providedplate processively after each nucleotide incorporation
by Tyr639 and by the binding pocket for the flipped outwhile opening the downstream duplex and peeling off
i�1 template base in the posttranslocation state. Thisthe RNA transcript. However, the mechanism by which
binding site may present an energy barrier to slippagethis process is coupled to NTP incorporation is not clear.
or backsliding that can be overcome by the bindingBased on the structures of a yeast RNA Pol II elongation
of an NTP whose base is complementary to the i�1complex in the pretranslocation complex (Gnatt et al.,
template base.2001) and a Thermus aquaticus RNAP apo-enzyme

(Zhang et al., 1999), it has been suggested that translo-
Experimental Procedurescation is promoted by a structural transition in the

“bridging” helix, whose location and orientation relative Preparation and Crystallization of T7 RNAP Substrate
to the primer terminus is similar to that of the O helix in and Product Complexes

The plasmid containing the T7 RNAP gene (p2119) was cloned intoT7 RNAP. In the bacterial apo-enzyme, the bridge helix
BL21 cells. T7 RNAP was purified according to the previously pub-has a bend that bulges near its middle while in the
lished protocol (Jeruzalmi and Steitz, 1998).yeast Pol II it is more nearly straight. Unfortunately, the

The scaffold that mimics the transcription bubble was formed bystructures of all of the appropriate complexes for under-
three strands of oligonucleotides. Oligonucleotides that represent

standing translocation are currently not available since template DNA (3� CTGTCCTAGGTGTGCCGCTTACGCGTGCCG) and
neither the structure of the posttranslocation complex nontemplate DNA (5�GACAGGCTCACACGTTACGTTGCGCACGCG3�)

were synthesized by the Keck facility at Yale University and purifiednor the structures that include the incoming NTP or PPi

by reversed phase HPLC. The RNA oligonucleotide (5�UUUUUAGare known. While the bacterial apo-enzyme structure
CACACGGCGA3�) was purchased from Dharmacon Inc. and purifiedmight or might not correspond to the posttranslocation
on a denaturing polyacrylimide gel (20%). The transcription bubbleenzyme conformation as proposed, there is currently no
was assembled by mixing the template and nontemplate DNA with

information on how the binding and dissociation of the RNA at a 1:1:1.2 molar ratio. The mixture was incubated at 75�C for
� and � phosphates of NTP or the product PPi might 5 min in a solution containing Tris-HCl (50 	M, pH 7.5), NaCl (20

	M), and magnesium acetate (10 	M) and was then allowed to coolbe coupled to an enzyme conformational transition anal-
to 20�C during the course of 2 hr. The substrate complex was formedogous to what occurs in T7 RNAP. Presumably, the
by incubating T7 RNAP (200 	M), the transcription bubble (200 	M),binding of NTP and the dissociation of PPi promote the
and �� methylene ATP (1 	M) in the solution described above atconformational transitions between pre- and post-
37�C for 5 min. The substrate complex was crystallized under the

translocation mediated by Mg-phosphate interactions, conditions Tris-HCl (50 	M, pH 7.4), PEG8000 (6%), Li2SO4 (200 	M),
although the actual conformational alterations are most Mg acetate (10 	M), and DTT (10 	M) at 21�C by the vapor diffusion

method. The product complex was formed by incubating T7 RNAPlikely different than those observed with T7 RNAP.
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(200 	M), the transcription bubble (200 	M), 3�deoxyadenosine tri- Astumian, R.D. (1997). Thermodynamics and kinetics of a Brownian
motor. Science 276, 917–922.phosphate (cordacipin), and pyrophosphate (200 	M) at 37�C for 5

min to ensure completion of the enzymatic reaction. The product Beese, L.S., Friedman, J.M., and Steitz, T.A. (1993). Crystal struc-
complex crystals were obtained under the conditions of Tris-HCl tures of the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I complexed with
(50 mM, pH 7.0), PEG8000 (8%), Li2SO4 (200 mM), Mg acetate (10 deoxynucleoside triphosphate and pyrophosphate. Biochemistry
mM), and DTT (10 mM) at 21�C. The crystal trays were kept under 32, 14095–14101.
a non-oxidizing environment using argon gas. Crystals were stabi-

Boudsocq, F., Ling, H., Yang, W., and Woodgate, R. (2002). Struc-
lized in a higher concentration of precipitant (12% PEG 8K) and in

ture-based interpretation of missense mutations in Y-family DNA
glycerol (25%, v/v) for 5–10 min prior to their cryofreezing.

polymerases and their implications for polymerase function and
lesion bypass. DNA Repair (Amst.) 1, 343–358.

Structure Determination Brünger, A.T., Adams, P.D., Clore, G.M., DeLano, W.L., Gros, P.,
The diffraction data from crystals of the pretranslocation product Grosse-Kunstleve, R.W., Jiang, J.S., Kuszewski, J., Nilges, M.,
complex including PPi were collected to 2.65 Å resolution at the Pannu, N.S., et al. (1998). Crystallography & NMR system: A new
Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS), A1 beamline. The software suite for macromolecular structure determination. Acta
crystals are in space group C2221 with unit cell dimensions a � Crystallogr. D Biol. Crystallogr. 54, 905–921.
137 Å, b � 145 Å, c � 141 Å, � � � � � � 90�. These crystals are

Cheetham, G.M., and Steitz, T.A. (1999). Structure of a transcribingvery similar to the crystals of the posttranslocation product complex
T7 RNA polymerase initiation complex. Science 286, 2305–2309.whose structure was previously determined (Yin and Steitz, 2002);
Cheetham, G.M., Jeruzalmi, D., and Steitz, T.A. (1999). Structuralthese crystals are in space group C2221 with unit cell dimensions
basis for initiation of transcription from an RNA polymerase-pro-a � 142.9, b � 145.5, and c � 145.6. The structure of the new
moter complex. Nature 399, 80–83.complex was determined by the molecular replacement method

using the previous structure of the T7 RNAP elongation complex as Chen, C.J., Liu, Z.J., Rose, J.P., and Wang, B.C. (1999). Low-salt
a search model (Brünger et al., 1998; Navaza, 2001). The rotation crystallization of T7 RNA polymerase: a first step towards the tran-
and translation search results showed an unambiguous solution. scription bubble complex. Acta Crystallogr. D Biol. Crystallogr.
Even at this initial stage, the difference Fourier map (Fo-Fc, φMR) 55, 1188–1192.
revealed a clearly different conformation of the fingers domain as

Chothia, C. (1974). Hydrophobic bonding and accessible surface
compared to the posttranslocation model. The structure was subse-

area in proteins. Nature 248, 338–339.
quently refined by rigid-body refinement, energy minimization, simu-

Dahlberg, M.E., and Benkovic, S.J. (1991). Kinetic mechanism oflated-annealing, and B factor refinement (Brünger et al., 1998). The
DNA polymerase I (Klenow fragment): identification of a secondfinal model has an R factor � 25% and Rfree � 28.5%.
conformational change and evaluation of the internal equilibriumDiffraction data from the crystals of the substrate complex includ-
constant. Biochemistry 30, 4835–4843.ing the incoming NTP were collected to 2.88 Å resolution at the

Advance Photo Source (APS),19-ID beamline. The crystals are in Davenport, R.J., Wuite, G.J., Landick, R., and Bustamante, C. (2000).
space group C2221, with unit cell dimensions of a � 138 Å, b � Single-molecule study of transcriptional pausing and arrest by E.
145 Å, c � 146 Å, � � � � � � 90�, nearly isomorphous with the coli RNA polymerase. Science 287, 2497–2500.
posttranslocated product complex. The structure was determined Dedrick, R.L., Kane, C.M., and Chamberlin, M.J. (1987). Purified RNA
by the molecular replacement method using both pretranslocation polymerase II recognizes specific termination sites during transcrip-
and posttranslocation complex as search models. The solution from tion in vitro. J. Biol. Chem. 262, 9098–9108.
using the pretranslocation complex as a search model gave rise to

Doublié, S., and Ellenberger, T. (1998). The mechanism of action ofhigher rotation and translocation function peaks than that from using
T7 DNA polymerase. Curr. Opin. Struct. Biol. 8, 704–712.the posttranslocation complex model. The correlation coefficient
Franklin, M.C., Wang, J., and Steitz, T.A. (2001). Structure of thewas 51% with the pretranslocation complex and 44% with the post-
replicating complex of a pol alpha family DNA polymerase. Celltranslocation complex, suggesting that the structure of the substrate
105, 657–667.complex was closely related to that of the pretranslocation complex.

The model was refined to an R factor � 24.8%, Rfree � 29%. Gnatt, A.L., Cramer, P., Fu, J., Bushnell, D.A., and Kornberg, R.D.
The atomic coordinates for the T7 RNAP substrate and product (2001). Structural basis of transcription: an RNA polymerase II elon-

complexes reported here, as well as the corresponding experimental gation complex at 3.3 A resolution. Science 292, 1876–1882.
diffraction amplitudes have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank Goodman, M.F. (2002). Error-prone repair DNA polymerases in pro-
with accession numbers 1s76 and 1s77. karyotes and eukaryotes. Annu. Rev. Biochem. 71, 17–50.
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